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Abstract 

File formats incompatibility has become a major obstacle in biological imaging, complicating 

downstream processes such as image processing and analysis. One way to address this challenge is 

to convert the acquired image data into standard image file formats. Here we introduce BatchConvert, 

a command line tool for parallelised conversion of image collections into OME-TIFF or OME-Zarr using 

the workflow management system Nextflow1. BatchConvert offers functionalities such as remote input-

output support, optional execution on Slurm clusters and pattern-based filtering of input files. 

Conversion can be coupled to image concatenation, allowing selected images to be merged along 

specified dimensions. Support for remote locations includes an option to submit the output data to S3-

compatible object stores or public archives such as BioImage Archive2. Overall, BatchConvert is a 

flexible tool for researchers who are routinely managing and analysing large multidimensional image 

data that is either locally or remotely stored. 
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1. Background 

We are in an era of biological imaging that faces rapid proliferation of imaging technologies and 
modalities. Concurrent with the technological advances in the field, imaging data is increasing in size 
and complexity, creating major data storage and management issues. These issues are further 
complicated by the ever-expanding plethora of proprietary file formats (PFFs) that hamper data 
analysis, sharing and reuse within the biological imaging domain. This challenge has driven the 
community to work on standard file formats for biological imaging data. 

To this end, significant efforts have been made by the Open Microscopy Environment (OME) consortium 
to develop a data model for biological imaging and implement it in an XML-based file format called 
OME-XML (Goldberg et al., 2005), capable of storing extensive structured metadata associated with 
biological imaging experiments. TIFF (Tagged Image File Format), a freely available and widely 
supported format, has been adopted to retain the pixel / voxel data for images following the OME model. 
When TIFF is used to store the binary data, the OME-XML metadata is typically embedded in the TIFF 
file header under the “Image Description Tag”, resulting in what is called OME-TIFF (Linkert et al., 
2010). OME-TIFF has been a popular file format for exchanging image data between different software 
packages and submitting image data to centralised public repositories such as Image Data Resource 
(IDR) (Williams et al., 2017). 

The adoption of OME-TIFF among the imaging community has also been facilitated by the powerful 
Bio-Formats library (Linkert et al., 2010). The Bio-Formats library is capable of reading from over 150 
PFFs and writing to several common formats, including OME-XML and OME-TIFF. In addition to its use 
for stable conversion of image data to open formats, Bio-Formats has also become a part of many 
existing software packages for on-the-fly translation of the image data. Due to these capabilities, Bio-
Formats has contributed substantially to the achievement of standards for data accessibility, sharing 

                                                
1https://www.nextflow.io/   
2https://www.ebi.ac.uk/bioimage-archive/ 
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and interoperability in biological imaging.       

Nevertheless, the plane-based data access mechanism offered by the TIFF format is inefficient with 
large, multidimensional data, such as data arising from high-content screening, lightsheet microscopy 
or volumeEM, where the aim is often to access a subset of the data at a time. For instance, access to 
arbitrary oblique slices or sub-volumes usually requires the expensive process of reading all 
corresponding planes from TIFF files. The aforementioned problems of increasing data size and 
complexity in the field have motivated researchers to seek formats that offer more flexible data storage 
and access mechanisms. While data in TIFF files is stored as a sequence of image planes, file formats 
such as Zarr (Miles et al., 2023) allow arbitrary chunking of the data along all dimensions. Thus,  reading 
an arbitrary subset of voxels, e.g. an oblique plane or a sub-volume, can be achieved much more 
efficiently. The degree of efficiency can be tuned  by choosing chunk sizes to optimise certain access 
patterns (Nguyen et al., 2023). The multi-file chunking strategy also supports direct parallel reading and 
writing of the data. This offers significant performance gains in general and is an essential feature when 
the data is remotely processed Moore et al., 2021, Moore et al., 2023). 

To exploit the advantages offered by a modern binary format like Zarr in bioimaging, a “Next Generation 
File Format (NGFF)” specification is being developed, whose reference implementation is the OME-
Zarr format, supported through efforts from multiple institutes and individuals across many communities. 
The current OME-Zarr format has specifications for storing multiresolution (pyramidal) images, their 
core metadata as well as derived data such as label images and image analysis results in a single 
hierarchical layout. In particular, the specifications allow for storing multiresolution (pyramidal) images 
along with spatial metadata allowing to encode physical voxel sizes. The label images derived from 
image segmentation can be stored together with certain display settings such as RGB and opacity 
values per label. The specifications also allow for storing image analysis results in the form of region 
properties (such as area, average intensity, etc) per label. 

The combination of the performance gains it offers and the extensive, community-supported NGFF 
specifications have led OME-Zarr to gain wide adoption in the imaging community, which is reflected 
by the increasing number of tools in the form of libraries, independent software packages, plugins and 
web services being developed to serve different purposes (Moore et al., 2023). 

Similar to OME-TIFF, OME-Zarr is typically generated from a PFF by performing a conversion process. 
A straightforward and safe strategy would be to use one of the dedicated conversion tools (Moore et 
al., 2023). One of these, namely bioformats2raw, is a command-line tool that is actively maintained to 
comply with the latest NGFF specifications. Bioformats2raw has all the readers that the Bio-Formats 
library offers, plus additional ones, and hence overcomes the major challenge in the format conversion 
- inability to capture essential image metadata from many of the PFFs. Bioformats2raw also provides 
extensive control over the conversion process, enabling the user to fine-tune the properties of the output 
OME-Zarr. Another conversion tool is the NGFF-Converter, which is a graphical user interface 
supporting scheduled conversions of multiple PFFs into OME-TIFF or OME-Zarr based on user’s 
selection.   

While dedicated tools for data conversion from PFFs into OME-Zarr and OME-TIFF exist, tools focusing 
on the parallelisation of the conversion process over batches of remotely located images are scarce. In 
the context of NGFFs, one example is the Distributed-OMEZarrCreator (Weisbart & Cimini, 2022), 
which runs docker containers with bioformats2raw in Amazon Web Services infrastructure. 

Strong community efforts are required for developing and maintaining data formats, standards and tools 
to help users adapt their data management and analysis practices with the latest technologies like cloud 
computing. In this context, the EOSC Future3 project has been focusing on creating a centralised 
domain-agnostic resource for integrating research outputs like data, software and other digital assets, 
and incorporating them into the European Open Science Cloud4 (EOSC), where all European research 
data can be discovered. Being part of the EOSC Future test science project “Open Imaging Data 
Sharing in EOSC / COVID-19 as Demonstrator”, one of our goals has been the development of a 
seamless data submission workflow to enable and encourage users to deposit their data in the 
centralised public repositories like BioImage Archive (Hartley et al., 2022, 2023), or Image Data 

                                                
3https://eoscfuture.eu/ 
4https://www.eosc.eu/ 
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Resource (Williams et al., 2017) (IDR5  - repository for reference image datasets), in the cloud optimised 
OME-Zarr format. 

In this work, we showcase BatchConvert, a Nextflow-based, simple-to-use command line tool that 
enables asynchronous parallel conversion of batches of image files into either of the standard formats 
OME-TIFF and OME-Zarr, and the transfer of the converted datasets to remote storage. 

2. Method 
2.1. Design 

BatchConvert relies on the workflow management system Nextflow (Di Tommaso et al., 2017) for 
parallelisation of the data conversion and transfer as well as for automatic dependency management. 
Each conversion command internally triggers a Nextflow workflow that takes the input files from the 
input storage, which can be local or remote, converts them into a standard bioimage file format using 
one of the two conversion modes (see section 3.4.3 “Execution Modes” for details), and transfers the 
converted files to the output location, which can itself be remote or local (Fig-1). The user can 
parameterise the workflow either by directly specifying the arguments of the conversion command, or 
by modifying the default parameter values through a separate (optionally interactive) configuration step 
(see section 3.3 “Configuration” for details). 

Conversion into OME-TIFF and OME-Zarr is achieved using the dedicated packages “bftools” and 
“bioformats2raw”, respectively. BatchConvert supports remote input-output options for public and 
private s3 object storage and BioImage Archive, using the high-performance packages “go-mc” and 
“aspera-cli”.   

The current version of the tool has been developed for Unix systems and tested in Linux. Windows 
support will be provided in the upcoming versions. 

                                                
5https://idr.openmicroscopy.org/ 
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Figure-1. The design of BatchConvert: Initial parameterisation involves either passing arguments to the 
conversion command or using a separate interactive configuration step. Then the parameters are 
consumed by Nextflow to generate and execute the workflow. An optional early step is to select the 
input data by matching the filenames with certain patterns. If the input data is remotely located, 
BatchConvert will transfer it to the execution environment using the respective data transfer tool. The 
data that is available in the execution environment is converted into a standard format through either of 
the two conversion modes supported. If the output is specified as a remote storage, BatchConvert will 
transfer the converted data to this remote location using the respective client. The external 
dependencies for conversion and the data transfer are acquired and run either via a conda environment 
or docker / singularity container as specified by the --profile parameter that the user selects.      

2.2. Dependencies and Installation 

BatchConvert requires that the active shell is Bash and has been mainly tested with Bash 5.0.17(1)-

release. 

BatchConvert can be either installed using the package manager conda (recommended) or manually 

from the source. 

3.2.1. Installation via conda 

This option requires the package manager Anaconda (or its lighter version Miniconda) to be available 

(Anaconda Software Distribution, 2016). Anaconda / Miniconda can be downloaded and installed 

following the guidelines here: 
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https://docs.conda.io/projects/conda/en/latest/user-guide/install/index.html. 

Once the installation is complete, the conda command will be available. This can be tested by checking 

the help message via conda -h.   

The conda package for BatchConvert can be found in the following link: 

https://anaconda.org/Euro-BioImaging/batchconvert. 

For the installation of BatchConvert, a fresh conda environment is recommended. As an example, a 

new conda environment with the name of “batchconvert_env” can be created using the following 

command: 

conda create -n batchconvert_env 

 

The created environment can be activated via: 

conda activate batchconvert_env 

 

Then BatchConvert can be installed to the activated environment by running the following command: 

conda install -c euro-bioimaging -c conda-forge -c bioconda batchconvert 

After this step, the batchconvert command will be available as long as the environment 

“batchconvert_env” is active. 

3.2.2. Installation from the source 

This option could be useful if the user is willing to customise BatchConvert for their own needs and / or 

contribute to its further development.   

Installation of BatchConvert from the source requires that the python command refers to Python-3, as 

BatchConvert has been mainly tested with Python 3.6 or higher. To ensure that the right Python version 

is used, the user can create a conda environment with a Python version 3.6 and higher and run 

BatchConvert inside this environment. 

The first step to acquire BatchConvert is to clone the repository:   

git clone https://github.com/Euro-BioImaging/BatchConvert.git 

 

If Nextflow is already available on the system, the “install.sh” file should be run to install BatchConvert: 

source BatchConvert/installation/install.sh 

 

If Nextflow is not available, an alternative installation file can be run to install Nextflow together with 
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BatchConvert: 

source BatchConvert/installation/install_with_nextflow.sh 

 

Note that the installation together with Nextflow requires the package manager Anaconda (or 

Miniconda) to be available on the system. 

 

After running the installation file, the batchconvert command will be globally available. 

Note that the dependencies “bftools”, “bioformats2raw”, “go-mc” and “aspera-cli” will be automatically 

installed by Nextflow upon the first conversion execution. 

 

2.3. Configuration 

The default parameters for BatchConvert are stored in a specific file located in: 

“BatchConvert/params/params.json.default”. The content of the params.json.default file can be 

printed to the terminal window using the following command: 

 

batchconvert show_default_params 

 

Each time a conversion is run, i) these default parameters are first copied to a new file (located in 

“BatchConvert/params/params.json”), ii) the parameters in the params.json file are updated with any 

new values entered in the conversion command, iii) the params.json file is then read and parsed to 

execute the conversion workflow. In this context, configuration in this section refers to the process of 

setting new default parameters for BatchConvert, i.e., updating the params.json.default file. 

 

There are multiple ways of configuring the default parameters: i) interactive configuration, i) 

configuration files, iii) single parameter update. Below each of these options is described. 

2.3.1. Interactive Configuration 

In this form of configuration, the user is iteratively presented with the parameter names in the terminal 

window and inquired to enter their preferred default values. This approach is useful when the user is 

new to BatchConvert as it allows the user to explore the tool and its various sets of configurable 

parameters. 

 

Interactive configuration itself has three subcategories: i) configuration of the access credentials for the 

remote storage(s), ii) configuration of the default conversion parameters, iii) configuration of the Slurm 

computer cluster options. 

3.3.1.1. Configuration of Access to the Remote Storage(s) 

BatchConvert can communicate with two types of remote locations: The first one is the s3 object storage 

(private and public). The second one is the BioImage Archive (Hartley et al., 2022, 2023). The 

interactive configuration commands for these two remote locations are batchconvert 

configure_s3_remote and batchconvert configure_bia_remote, respectively. 

 

Below is an example of how to configure an s3 bucket. The inquiries from the computer are shown in 

red and the input values supplied by the user are shown in white. 
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user@pc-institute:~$ batchconvert configure_s3_remote 

enter remote name (for example s3) 

Enter "skip" or "s" if you would like to keep the current value 

s3 

enter url: 

Enter "skip" or "s" if you would like to keep the current value 

https://s3.yourinstitute.de 

enter access key: 

Enter "skip" or "s" if you would like to keep the current value 

KMAYNRDWJM9KDSK3ALWELPE 

enter secret key: 

Enter "skip" or "s" if you would like to keep the current value 

zxtl8eLsLwlLmf5nsk9Llp3riyLspjrLaLl 

enter bucket name: 

Enter "skip" or "s" if you would like to keep the current value 

MyProjectStorage 

Configuration of the default s3 credentials is complete 

 

This will configure BatchConvert for access to an imaginary s3 bucket named “MyProjectStorage”. 

Similarly, below is an example of configuration for submission to BioImage Archive. Note that 

submission to BioImage Archive is achieved via BioStudies (Sarkans et al., 2018), which serves as a 

temporary residence for the submitted image datasets prior to their release in the BioImage Archive. 

Consequently, the configuration process requests the secret directory for the BioStudies user space. 

     

 

user@pc-institute:~$ batchconvert configure_bia_remote 

enter the secret directory for your BioStudies user space: 

<your-secret-directory> 

configuration of the default bia credentials is complete 

 

Once the configuration of the remote ends is complete, data can be read from and written to any paths 

in these locations. 

3.3.1.2. Configuration of the Slurm Options 

BatchConvert can run on Slurm-managed computer clusters. Here is an example of configuring 

BatchConvert for distributed execution using the command batchconvert configure_slurm: 

 

user@pc-institute:~$ batchconvert configure_slurm 

Please enter value for queue_size 

Click enter if this parameter is not applicable 

Enter "skip" or "s" if you would like to keep the current value ´50´ 

s 

Please enter value for submit_rate_limit 

Click enter if this parameter is not applicable 

Enter "skip" or "s" if you would like to keep the current value ´10/2min´ 

s 

Please enter value for cluster_options 

Click enter if this parameter is not applicable 

Enter "skip" or "s" if you would like to keep the current value ´--mem-per-cpu=3140 --cpus-per-
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task=16´ 

--nodes=4 --ntasks-per-node=16 --cpus-per-task=1 

Please enter value for time 

Click enter if this parameter is not applicable 

Enter "skip" or "s" if you would like to keep the current value ´6h´ 

s 

configuration of the default slurm parameters is complete 

 

Here we only updated the “cluster_options” parameter and kept the current values for the rest of the 

parameters. The parameter values supplied here will be used for creating Slurm jobs when the --profile 

option is specified as “cluster” on the command line.   

3.3.1.3. Configuration of the Conversion Parameters 

BatchConvert allows all conversion parameters to be passed as command line arguments to the 

conversion command. However, to avoid long command lines with many parameter specifications, the 

user can set their preferred default values once and then simply execute the conversion command 

without specifying any conversion parameter. 

 

Here is an example of configuring BatchConvert for conversion into OME-TIFF using the command 

batchconvert configure_ometiff: 

 

user@pc-institute:~$ batchconvert configure_ometiff 

Please enter value for noflat 

Click enter if this parameter is not applicable 

Enter "skip" or "s" if you would like to keep the parameter´s current value, which is <bfconvert 

defaults> 

s 

Please enter value for series 

Click enter if this parameter is not applicable 

Enter "skip" or "s" if you would like to keep the parameter´s current value, which is <bfconvert 

defaults> 

s 

Please enter value for timepoint 

Click enter if this parameter is not applicable 

Enter "skip" or "s" if you would like to keep the parameter´s current value, which is <bfconvert 

defaults> 

s 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

Configuration of the default parameters for 'bfconvert' is complete 

 

For a detailed overview of what each conversion parameter actually does when converting to OME-

TIFF, we refer the reader to the official documentation of the Bio-Formats software:                            

https://docs.openmicroscopy.org/bio-formats/6.7.0/users/comlinetools/conversion.html.   

 

Similarly, here is an example of configuring BatchConvert for conversion into OME-Zarr using the 

command batchconvert configure_omezarr: 
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user@pc-institute:~$ batchconvert configure_omezarr 

Please enter value for resolutions_zarr 

Click enter if this parameter is not applicable 

Enter "skip" or "s" if you would like to keep the parameter´s current value, which is <bioformats2raw 

defaults> 

7 

Please enter value for chunk_h 

Click enter if this parameter is not applicable 

Enter "skip" or "s" if you would like to keep the parameter´s current value, which is <bioformats2raw 

defaults> 

256 

Please enter value for chunk_w 

Click enter if this parameter is not applicable 

Enter "skip" or "s" if you would like to keep the parameter´s current value, which is <bioformats2raw 

defaults> 

256 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

Configuration of the default parameters for 'bioformats2raw' is complete 

 

When performing a conversion to OME-Zarr, arguably, the most important parameters are the number 

of pyramidal resolution layers (--resolutions_zarr) and the chunk sizes along depth (--chunk_d), width 

(--chunk_w) and height (--chunk_h), since these parameters strongly influence the efficiency of the 

access to the output OME-Zarr data. For an in-depth discussion of how chunk size can affect the read 

performance of the Zarr data, we refer the reader to (Nguyen et al., 2023).      

 

Note that the parameters configured for the OME-TIFF and OME-Zarr conversion options are parsed 

to their equivalents in the relevant tools bfconvert and bioformats2raw, respectively, which are the 

entrypoints for each conversion process. In this regard, the initial defaults for these parameters in 

BatchConvert are the defaults of the bfconvert and bioformats2raw tools, as indicated in <> in the last 

two examples. Importantly, all parameters can be reset to these initial defaults by using the command 

batchconvert reset_defaults. 

 

Also note that, like Nextflow, BatchConvert prioritises command line parameters over the configuration 
files. As an example, if the following line were executed, any value assigned to the chunk_h parameter 
during the configuration would be overridden with 20. 

batchconvert omezarr --chunk_h 20 <path/to/input> <path/to/output> 

2.3.2. Configuration Files 

BatchConvert can also be configured by using configuration files, which can store specific sets of default 
values for the above-mentioned parameters. One advantage of this approach is that the user can keep 
multiple configuration files with different combinations of parameter values and quickly switch between 
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them whenever needed.                                                                                                                            

An easy way to create a configuration file is by exporting the current params.json.default file, which can 
be achieved by using the following command: 

batchconvert export_default_params <path/to/config-file.json> 

   

Once exported, the contents of the config-file.json can be manually updated by the user, who can then 
supply the modified file to BatchConvert using the following command: 

batchconvert configure_from_json <path/to/config-file.json>                   

This will set the modified values in the config-file.json as the new defaults for the respective parameters 
of BatchConvert. 

The initial export of the default parameters, as illustrated above, is recommended as it permits saving 
the current set of parameters to a backup file, which can then also be shared with other users, or can 
be used to reproduce a workflow. 

On the other hand, the content of the config-file.json in the above command can be any set of 
parameters that BatchConvert accepts. For example, we can imagine that we have a file named 
s3credentials.json with the following content: 

{ 

 "S3REMOTE": "s3", 

 "S3ENDPOINT": "https://s3.myinstitute.de", 

 "S3BUCKET": "MyProjectStorage", 

 "S3ACCESS": "KMAYNRDWJM9KDSK3ALWELPE", 

 "S3SECRET": "zxtl8eLsLwlLmf5nsk9Llp3riyLspjrLaLl" 

} 

As the name suggests, the file contains parameters for an imaginary s3 remote storage. We can use 
this file to configure BatchConvert for s3 access using the command: 

batchconvert configure_from_json <path/to/s3credentials.json>                   

The same parameters in the params.json.default will be updated with the values given here. A practical 
approach would be to store multiple such credential files for multiple s3 endpoints. Similarly, Slurm 
parameters can be stored, for instance, in a configuration file named slurm_params.json with the 
following content: 

{ 

 "queue_size": "50", 

 "submit_rate_limit": "10/2min", 

 "cluster_options": "--mem-per-cpu=3140 --cpus-per-task=16", 

 "time": "6h" 

} 

We can similarly configure BatchConvert for Slurm using the following command: 

batchconvert configure_from_json <path/to/slurm_params.json>                   
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Using configuration files also permits the collective configuration of different process categories. For 
example, the illustrated parameter sets for the s3 storage and the Slurm scheduler can also be 
combined into a single configuration file named s3_and_slurm.json with the following content: 

{ 

 "S3REMOTE": "s3", 

 "S3ENDPOINT": "https://s3.myinstitute.de", 

 "S3BUCKET": "MyProjectStorage", 

 "S3ACCESS": "KMAYNRDWJM9KDSK3ALWELPE", 

 "S3SECRET": "zxtl8eLsLwlLmf5nsk9Llp3riyLspjrLaLl", 

 "queue_size": "50", 

 "submit_rate_limit": "10/2min", 

 "cluster_options": "--mem-per-cpu=3140 --cpus-per-task=16", 

 "time": "6h" 

} 

Then the user can simply run the following command to configure BatchConvert for both s3 access and 
Slurm scheduling: 

batchconvert configure_from_json <path/to/s3_and_slurm.json>                   

Depending on their needs, the user can prefer to keep a separate configuration file for each distinct 
process category (i.e., remote access, Slurm scheduling, conversion to OME-TIFF and conversion to 
OME-Zarr) or a single configuration file combining the parameters for all process categories. 

2.3.3. Single Parameter Update 

When the user intends to modify only a single default parameter, creating / keeping a configuration file 
or starting an interactive configuration session would be inconveniently time-consuming. Instead, the 
user can use the set_default_param subcommand to update the default value of individual parameters, 
as indicated in the following example: 

batchconvert set_default_param cluster_options "--nodes=3 --mem-per-cpu=3140 --cpus-per-

task=16"   

 

2.4. Execution 

Execution of BatchConvert triggers a Nextflow workflow consisting of multiple processes, which are 
asynchronously parallelised over the input data. These processes are generally related to format 
conversion and/or data transfer between the execution environment and a remote location. Different 
processes can be linked together in different arrangements, allowing the user to thoroughly control the 
workflow they wish to run. 

The first argument to the batchconvert command is either ometiff or omezarr depending on the desired 
output format. This first mandatory argument is typically followed by a number of optional arguments 
related to the execution and a further two mandatory positional arguments, supplied at the second to 
last and last positions, specifying the input and output directories, respectively. So the simplest 
conversion command line for creating OME-Zarr data would look like: 

batchconvert omezarr <path/to/input> <path/to/output> 

 

This line will convert local data into OME-Zarr using the default conversion parameters, (which can be 
configured in different ways as demonstrated in the section 3.3 “Configuration”). From this point 
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onwards, we describe various command line options that can be added to this simple line to have more 
customised workflows. 

2.4.1. Working Directory 

BatchConvert is built upon Nextflow and shares its mechanism of temporary data management, in that 
the temporary data and the log files associated with a workflow are stored in their own directories, 
namely work and log directories, which can be specified by the user. The work directory is particularly 
important since this is where the actual computations of the workflow take place.   

BatchConvert organises these two directories in a single “working directory”, which is named by default 
the “WorkDir”. The structure of the working directory is shown below: 

./WorkDir 

├── logs 

└── work 

BatchConvert allows the working directory to be specified in the command line using the --workdir (or -
wd) argument. For example, we could modify our simple execution command above by specifying the 
working directory as shown below: 

batchconvert omezarr -wd <path/to/WorkDir> <path/to/input> <path/to/output> 

By default, the content of the working directory will be automatically deleted once the execution is 
complete in order to avoid unnecessary exhaustion of the disk space. To keep this data from being 
deleted, one can set the --keep_workdir flag. Then our command line would become: 

batchconvert omezarr -wd <path/to/WorkDir> --keep_workdir <path/to/input> <path/to/output> 

After this command is executed, all the temporary data and the log files created by Nextflow can be 
found at the <path/to/WorkDir>. This feature can be particularly useful for debugging purposes. 

It is important to note that the default path for the working directory depends on the execution 
environment. If there is a /scratch directory, the default working directory becomes 
/scratch/.batchconvert/WorkDir. If /scratch does not exist, then the WorkDir is created in the base 
directory of BatchConvert. This default behaviour, however, can be very easily overridden by modifying 
the configuration file as discussed in the section 3.3 “Configuration”. Arguably, the easiest way to do so 
is by using the command --set_default_param as follows: 

batchconvert set_default_param workdir <path/to/new/default/WorkDir> 

After this command is executed, the new default working directory will be the 
<path/to/new/default/WorkDir>. 

Note that the choice of the working directory determines where the actual computations are performed, 
and therefore can be important for the performance of the execution. In particular, HPC clusters often 
provide filesystems (usually under /scratch) with optimised read / write speed. The working directory 
can be selected under such a high-speed filesystem in order to achieve optimal workflow performance. 
In general, prior to running big jobs, it is advisable to check the --workdir parameter and update it 
accordingly if needed. 

2.4.2. Execution Profiles 

An execution profile refers to the environment in which the workflow is running. There are five different 
profiles: i) conda, ii) docker, iii) singularity, iv) cluster, and v) manual. One of these options can be 
supplied to the command line argument --profile or -pf. The specified execution profile determines how 
the dependencies are acquired. 
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Conda profile (--profile conda / -pf conda) requires that a conda package manager exists on the system. 
When this option is selected, BatchConvert checks if a cached conda environment (under the path 
“BatchConvert/.condaCache”) exists. If so, the workflow is run in this environment. If the environment 
does not exist (which is the case upon the first conversion execution), it will be automatically created 
with the required dependencies. The created environment will be used to run the workflow, and retained 
as a cache to be used for any subsequent executions using the conda profile option. Conda profile is 
the default option in BatchConvert. 

Docker profile (--profile docker / -pf docker) requires the presence of a docker engine on the system. 
Selection of the docker profile option triggers BatchConvert to search the local docker images for a 
particular image (namely bconv:minimised), which contains all the dependencies. If the image is not 
locally available, it will be pulled from our repository (https://hub.docker.com/r/bugraoezdemir/bconv) at 
the Docker Hub. The workflow will be run by creating a container from this image. Note that this Docker 
repository was created specifically for BatchConvert and will be maintained as part of it.     

Singularity profile (--profile singularity / -pf singularity) requires the presence of a singularity runtime on 
the system. In a way similar to the conda profile option, BatchConvert first checks if a cache directory 
with the singularity image (under the path “BatchConvert/.singularityCache”) exists. If not, it is created 
by pulling the image from our repository at the Docker Hub. The cached image is used to create the 
container and run the workflow.    

Cluster profile (--profile cluster / -pf cluster) must be selected when BatchConvert is to be run on an 
HPC cluster using the Slurm scheduler. Singularity is automatically used to access the dependencies, 
using the caching approach as above. The jobs are, however, executed on the cluster based on the 
Slurm options specified during the configuration as described in the section 3.3.1.2 “Configuration of 
the Slurm Options”. 

Manual profile (--profile manual / -pf manual) is reserved for users who wish to manually acquire the 
dependencies and make them accessible to BatchConvert (e.g., because they do not have either of 
conda, docker or singularity on their system).   

Here is an example command line specifying an execution profile as docker: 

batchconvert omezarr -pf docker <path/to/input> <path/to/output> 

 

Important to note here is that since the container images or the conda environment are not initially 

available, the start of the first execution will be delayed as BatchConvert needs to pull the image / create 

the environment upon the first execution of a conversion using a specific --profile option. All subsequent 

executions using the same --profile option, however, will use the cached resources acquired upon the 

first execution and thus will start faster. 

2.4.3. Execution Modes 

BatchConvert allows for two modes of conversion: i) one-to-one conversion and ii) grouped conversion. 
The former assumes that the input images are independent of each other, and, therefore, maps each 
input image to an output OME-TIFF/OME-Zarr (see Fig-2A). Very often, however, datasets contain 
multiple files that represent different channels, time frames and / or z-sections of the same image series. 
In such cases, the user may prefer the grouped conversion mode. When this option is selected, 
BatchConvert analyses the input filenames for patterns that may link the files that are part of a single 
series, and performs a grouped conversion - a conversion that merges multiple linked files into the 
same output (see Fig-2B and Fig-2C). 

There are a number of conversion parameters that can be passed to each of the batchconvert omezarr 
and batchconvert ometiff prompts. Note that these parameters are generic to both conversion modes, 
i.e., all the parameters that can be passed to the one-to-one mode can also be passed to the grouped 
conversion mode. The parameters can be listed together with short explanations via batchconvert 
omezarr -h or batchconvert ometiff -h. 
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One-to-one conversion is the default mode and thus needs no specific command line options. Indeed, 
our simple example command will run a one-to-one conversion: 

batchconvert omezarr <path/to/input> <path/to/output> 

 

Some of the important parameters for the conversion into OME-Zarr include --resolutions_zarr (or -rz) 
--chunk_h (or -ch) --chunk_w (or -cw) --chunk_d (or -cd), which specify the number of pyramidal 
resolutions, chunk height, chunk width and chunk depth, respectively. With these arguments included, 
our command line would look like: 

batchconvert omezarr -rz 5 -ch 8 -cw 256 -cd 256 <path/to/input> <path/to/output> 

 

To prompt the grouped conversion mode, --merge_files flag must be added to the command line above. 
If the grouped conversion mode is active, BatchConvert attempts to group the input files based on the 
following rules: 

1. Filenames within a group must be uniform except for one or more numerical characters - so 
called numerical fields (e.g., representing indices of z-planes for a 3D image). 

2. A numerical field within a group must be of uniform length. This means that if the numerical 
field reaches multi-digit numbers, leading zeroes should be included where needed to make 
the length of the numerical field uniform within the group. 

3. A numerical field within a group must show uniform incrementation (e.g.,  differences between 
sequential time stamps of a time-series dataset cannot be non-uniform). 

4. Typically, the numerical fields within a group should be preceded by a dimension specifier, 
which can be “c” or “C” for channel, “z” or “Z” for z-slices and “t” or “T” for time. 

If these conditions are fulfilled (see Fig-2B), the input dataset can be correctly split into groups and each 
group will be merged along the detected dimensions into a single series. Note that merging along 
multiple dimensions is also supported (i.e., files representing the single planes of a 5D image can be 
merged.). All the arguments that can be specified for a one-to-one conversion (such as chunk sizes, 
resolution levels, etc.) can also be specified for a grouped conversion. 

In certain cases, automatic grouping of the input files may not be achievable. For example, if the 4th 
criterion is not fulfilled, BatchConvert will not know, along which dimension(s) the files must be 
concatenated (see Fig-2C). To allow the user to overcome such challenges, BatchConvert offers the 
command line option --concatenation_order, with which the user can manually specify the particular 
numerical field(s) and the concatenation axes in the command line for each existing group in the input 
dataset. 

An example of this scenario is shown in Fig-2C, where the following command is run to perform a 
grouped conversion: 

batchconvert omezarr --merge_files --concatenation_order ct,a Input_Folder Output_Folder 

 

With this command line, the user provides BatchConvert with the following information: 

1. There are two groups in the input dataset, corresponding to the two comma-separated values 
“ct” and “a”. 

2. The first group (the group that comes first in alphanumerically ordered filenames) is assigned 
the dimension specifier “ct”, and the second group is assigned “a”. 

3. The dimension specifier “ct”, having a character length of 2, tells BatchConvert to use the last 
two numerical fields in the filenames of the corresponding group as the concatenation axes 
(note that in Fig-2C, the filenames corresponding to this group lack any axis information). By 
providing the dimension specifier “ct”, the user dictates that the penultimate numerical field 
represents the channel dimension (as imposed by the specifier “c”) and the last numerical field 
represents the time dimension (as imposed by the specifier “t”). The conversion will, therefore, 
merge the files in this group along the channel and time dimensions. 

4. The dimension specifier “a”, having a character length of 1, tells BatchConvert to use the last 
single numerical field in the filenames of the corresponding group as the concatenation axis. In 
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this case, contrary to point 3, the user specifies that BatchConvert should infer the identity of 
the concatenation axis from the filenames, automatically (as imposed by the specifier “a'' for 
“automatic”). In the example in Fig-2C, the character preceding the last numerical field is “T” 
and therefore the concatenation will be along the time dimension. Note that the automatic 
detection only works when the filename contains the axis information. 

As explained with this example, the --concatenation_order argument gives the user full control over the 
management of the merging axes. Of importance is that if the user uses this option to specify a 
concatenation axis for a specific numerical field, any existing dimension specifier for this numerical field 
in the filenames will be overridden with the value provided by the user.   

The grouped conversion approaches discussed above are based on the assumption that the input files 
are, at the metadata level, independent of each other, and that BatchConvert can figure out how the 
files are related to each other based on the filename patterns. In this regard, behind the scenes, the --
merge_files flag (together with the --concatenation_order if specified) triggers a Nextflow process to 
create a bioformats-compatible  metadata file (so called a pattern file with the extension “.pattern”). A 
pattern file specifies the dimensional relationships between the files via regular expressions and gets 
consumed by the next Nextflow process where the respective converter, bfconvert or bioformats2raw, 
uses it to decide how the images should be grouped. 

In many cases, however, such a pattern file, or even more complex types of metadata files specifying 
the context/hierarchy of the images, already exist. For example, some microscopes, while creating a 
collection of images, automatically yield a metadata file representing the entire image hierarchy. 
Alternatively, the user can create such a metadata file using a separate third-party software. In any 
case where such a bioformats-compatible metadata file exists, BatchConvert can be instructed to 
directly use it for the grouped conversion, instead of creating a new metadata file. This can be done by 
combining the arguments --merge_files and the --metafile as illustrated with the following example. 

batchconvert omezarr --merge_files --metafile <Name_of_Metadata_File> <Input_Folder> 
<Output_Folder> 

It is important to note that, for this option to work, the metadata file supplied to the --metafile argument 
must be recognisable by the Bio-Formats library. In addition to the pattern files described above, 
another prominent example of such metadata files is a companion OME-XML file (with the extension 
“.companion.ome”). The companion OME-XML is an xml-based metadata format that can also group 
together multiple images but offers additional features that are missing in the pattern files: i) In addition 
to capturing dimensional relationships between the image files, companion OME-XML can also specify 
more complex file hierarchies such as those of high-content screening datasets. ii) Companion OME-
XML can also store extensive OME metadata (such as those related to the imaging instrument, 
modality, set-up, etc).   

Here are a few other important considerations when using this option: the metadata file must be located 
in the same folder as the input images (i.e., in the <Input_Folder>), and as such, the value supplied to 
the --metafile (i.e., <Name_of_Metadata_File>) must be just the name of the file, NOT its full path, as 
opposed to the <Input_Folder> and <Output_Folder>, which must be the full paths to the input and 
output locations, as usual. 

While there are further details concerning specifications of the grouped conversion, we do not cover 
them here for the sake of concision. Further documentation and examples are available at 
https://github.com/Euro-BioImaging/BatchConvert. 
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Figure-2. Different conversion modes. (A) A one-to-one conversion maps each input file to a single 
series. (B) A grouped conversion, activated via the --merge_files argument, merges multiple files into a 
single series based on the information in the filenames. A fully automatic detection of the concatenation 
axes requires the numeric fields in the filenames to be preceded by a dimension specifier, namely the 
characters “c” or “C” for channel, “t” or “T” for time and “z” or “Z” for z-slice. (C) It is possible for the user 
to manually enforce the axes of concatenation, using the --concatenation_order argument. The 
specified axes for the different groups are represented as comma-separated values that are passed to 
this argument. 
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2.4.4. Working with Remote Data 

Both of the aforementioned modes of conversion support remote input-output options, which are 
currently s3 buckets and BioImage Archive. The first step to work with remote data is to establish the 
access as explained in the section 3.3 “Configuration”. BatchConvert will then be able to communicate 
with the relevant remote location based on the arguments --source_type (or -st) and --destination_type 
(or -dt). Both of these arguments default to local, which allows BatchConvert to read from, and write to, 
paths in the local filesystem. Specifying --source_type as “s3” or “bia” will prompt BatchConvert to 
search for the input path in the configured s3 or the BioImage Archive endpoints, respectively. Similarly, 
the output location, where the conversion results are transferred, can be specified as a remote location 
by passing either of “s3” or “bia” to the --destination_type argument. Using these two arguments, 
therefore, it is possible to specify various input-output combinations. As an example, one can execute 
the following command to convert datasets stored in an s3 bucket and submit the output data to 
BioImage Archive: 

batchconvert omezarr -st s3 -dt bia <path/to/input> <path/to/output> 

 

When this line is executed, a workflow consisting of three processes is triggered: i) transfer of the data 
to the execution environment, ii) conversion of the data into OME-Zarr, iii) submission of the resulting 
OME-Zarrs to BioImage Archive. In the first process, BatchConvert searches for the <path/to/input> in 
the configured s3 bucket. It is to be noted that the path is assumed to be relative to the bucket name 
provided in the configuration, and thus the bucket name should not be included in the <path/to/input>. 
The second process produces OME-Zarrs from the transferred data. The third process creates 
<path/to/output> at the configured BioStudies user space and transfers the produced OME-Zarrs to this 
path. The BioImage Archive team will then collect the data from the BioStudies user space and make it 
available at the BioImage Archive web page. 

An important point here is that the described workflow is both parallelised and asynchronous, which 
enables fast and memory-efficient execution.     

2.4.5. Filtering Input Files 

BatchConvert allows for selection of input files by matching patterns to the filenames via the argument 
--pattern or -p, which accepts string values to be used as patterns. Only those files, whose names 
contain this string, are selected as inputs, on which to run the workflow. Negative selection is also 
possible, using the --reject_pattern or -rp argument. In contrast with the former case, here, only the 
files, whose names do not contain the specified string, will be selected as inputs. The following example 
shows a combined use of both of these arguments. 

batchconvert omezarr -p "mutation" -rp "treatment" /path/to/input /path/to/output 

This command will convert only the files that include “mutation” and exclude “treatment” in the filename. 

As an alternative to the pattern-based selection, “globbing” is also supported for input-filtering and can 
be a better fit for more complex filtering purposes. For example, the following command will select 
images with the “.oir” extension within multiple directories, convert them and store conversion outputs 
in a single output directory (note that globbing requires double quotes around the input path). 

batchconvert omezarr "/deep/path/to/*/*.oir" /path/to/output 

 

Between these two approaches, the former approach, using --pattern and --reject_pattern can be readily 
applied to data in the local filesystem as well as data in an s3 bucket. For example, the following 
command will transfer only the files with “mutation” in their filename from the given s3 path and convert 
them. 

batchconvert omezarr -st s3 -p "mutation" /path/to/input /path/to/output 

On the other hand, globbing currently works only in the local filesystem and cannot be applied to 
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remotely stored inputs. As such, the following command would fail: 

batchconvert omezarr -st s3 "/path/to/input/*.oir" /path/to/output 

with the following error message: 

Error: Globbing cannot be used with remote files. Try using '--pattern' or '-p' argument to filter input 

files with patterns. 

3. Discussion 

Considering the myriad proprietary file formats in biological imaging, format harmonisation has become 
a crucial goal in the field. Stable conversion of image files to a standard format is a common first step 
in image data inspection and analysis workflows. Here we have introduced BatchConvert, a command 
line tool for efficient conversion of bioimage collections to the standard file formats OME-TIFF and OME-
Zarr. 

An important functionality of BatchConvert is the support for multiple conversion modes. While one-to-
one conversion mode maps each input file to an output series, grouped conversion mode allows for 
merging the input data along specific dimensions. This feature is useful in cases where data belonging 
to a single series is stored in multiple files. This scenario is not uncommon in biological imaging. For 
instance, different channels, or time frames of a large dataset are often saved to separate files to avoid 
large monolithic files. This representation, however, comes at the cost that any subsequent process 
that needs to operate over these multiple distinct files (processes such as multichannel / multiframe 
visualisation) becomes trickier and requires manual work. Grouped conversion into a single OME-Zarr 
is an effective solution for such issues as the chunk-based storage allows for loading arbitrary subsets 
of the data, without altering the layout or dimensionality. 

Another important feature of BatchConvert is that it supports private remote locations (such as an s3 
object store) for the input / output data, meaning that the conversion can be coupled to data transfer. 
This is especially useful for researchers who regularly work with remote data and maintain their data in 
a private object store. This option also facilitates data submission to BioImage Archive (Hartley et al., 
2022, 2023) in the OME-Zarr format, encouraging researchers to publish their data in centralised 
repositories and enhance FAIRness of their data.   

It is important to note that all of the above-mentioned functionalities of BatchConvert can be utilised in 
an HPC cluster with a Slurm job scheduler. Moving jobs from the local executor to Slurm only requires 
modifying a single parameter. This feature provides additional flexibility to the users who have access 
to a suitable HPC cluster and who are willing to run big jobs that are hard to handle locally. 

BatchConvert has been developed within the purview of the EOSC Future test science project “Open 
Imaging Data Sharing in EOSC / COVID-19 as Demonstrator”, which sets interoperability as one of its 
main areas of focus. Accumulation of more biological data from different fields (omics, structural biology, 
imaging, etc.) in the cloud repositories creates new potential for integration of such data resources with 
each other, which, in turn, also enhances findability of the data, for instance via cross-referencing 
between different resources. BatchConvert helps populate open image data repositories with quality 
datasets (Subramanian et al., 2023)(eg: S-BIAD-6286). Increase in the number of such datasets will 
promote image data interoperability via tools like 3DBionotes7, which supports interaction between 
imaging data and protein structures. 

In summary, BatchConvert is a workflow generator that creates asynchronous parallel jobs for file 
format conversion with multiple conversion modes and support for remote input-output data. As the 
name suggests, BatchConvert is designed for batch processing and is optimal for input datasets with 
large numbers of files. Glueing together the excellent packages bioformats2raw, bftools, go-mc and 
aspera-cli, and providing several new features, BatchConvert generates OME-TIFF and OME–Zarr data 

                                                
6https://www.ebi.ac.uk/biostudies/bioimages/studies/S-BIAD628 
7https://3dbionotes.cnb.csic.es/ws   
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following the respective format specifications, and optionally allows for their deposition in remote 
storage, including BioImage Archive. 

Though the current version of BatchConvert only supports Unix-based systems, future versions will be 
extended to include Windows systems as well. The future versions of BatchConvert will also facilitate 
data submission to IDR, the primary resource for reference image datasets. As NGFF specifications 
enable the storage of derived data in the OME-Zarr layout, the upcoming versions of BatchConvert will 
offer options to automatically integrate segmentation labels, connected component analyses and 
display metadata in the output OME-Zarr. This will ensure a standardised representation of the raw and 
derived data and thus contribute to their FAIRness. 
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